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A NOTE ON A RIEMANNIAN SPACE WITH SASAKI.KILLING STRUCTURE 

By Seiichi Yamaguchi and Fumizô Matsumoto 

~ O. Introduction. 

T. Kashiwada [2] has dealt with Sasakian 3-structure introduced by Y. Y. Kuo 

[3] and obtained the following: 

THEOREM A. A Rz'emannian space. wz'th Sasakian 3-structure is an Einstein 
space. 

On the other hand, recently. 1. Satô [4] has introduced the notion of a Rieman

nian space with Sasaki.Killing structure or special Sasaki.Killing structure and 
proved the' following: 

THEOREM B. A Riemannian space wz'th specz'al Sasaki.KilUng strucutre z's an 
Ez'nstein space. 

The purpose of this paper is to prove the following: 

THEOREM. A compact Riemannian space wz'th Sasaki.Kz'llz'ng structure 

Einstein space. Then the Sasaki.Killz'ng strμctμre reduces to spedal. 

S 1. PreIiminaries. 

zs an 

Let M be an n-dimensional Riemannian space with metric tensor gψ(z·， j , ------

= 1, 2, "', n) and local coordinate systems {x
z
}. 

First, we recall the definitions of a special Killing p.form and a conformal 

Killing ψ.form. A p.form u with coefficients κi" .. ip is called a Killing φ.form if it 

satisfies 

pi0%il---μ+ pilXioig---μ=0， 

where V denotes the operator ofcovariant derivative with respect to the Rieman

nian connection. If a Killing p.form u satisfies 
P 

(1.1) VnVhu; , .. ，ι+ß(gnhι ... " ... +ε ( -1)αg%· ... ?- .• )=0, 
‘ g ‘ l ‘ P ‘ v " ‘ p a=l “‘a "'~l---"a---"p 

where ß is a nonzero constant and i a means that i，α is ommited. then it is called 

a special Killing p.form with constant ß. 
Moreover, we call a p-form w with coefficients wi,"'ip a conformal Killing 
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p-form, 

(1.2) 
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if there exists a (p- I)-form () such that 

\1~ zι ~ +\1~w‘ ; 
'0 ‘ 1"' l, þ '1 ‘0'" (, p 

p 

=2gZoZPtg---μ- 잊( - I)a"(gioi'얘il--Jr·-μ +gilia6f씨g…2a…μ). 
μ-ι 

Then we get 

(1. 3) VrZUfte---μ= (%-P+ 1)6ir--깜 

The' form () is called the associated form of w. 

By virtue of (1.2) , we obtain for a conformal Killing p-form ω 

(1.4) (dW)ioi , μ=(p+1)(\1ioWi ， ... μ+￡x-1)agioia6il ;a i,) 
r α=1 

where d denotes the exterior differential operator. 

The following theorem is known [1]: 

THEOREM C. In a compact orz'entable Rz'emanm'an space M , the lollowing iηte

grallormula z's vaUd lor any p-form μ 

(1.5) M kr·-iP(Frp7%ti---i，十RZlfZtrig· ·t, 

p _. a 

-g R; ι:n~_ .. j;; .. i + (n-p-1)\1i. κ----i 
a=2 -“ --‘ - ." .. ‘ ’‘ -, 

+2E (-1)ap--6 •. ι .. 사+ (1/2)Aι ” Aio · ZP}dV=0, 
• 

a=2 ‘“ ” ’“ ” ’, -

where dV means the volume element 01 M and Aio ... i,and ()i, ... i. are g z'ven by 

(1.6) AZo---i,= vioμil---i， + FilXioiz---i, - 2gioil6ig---z, 

+날 ( "':"'1) a"(gi펴 2L’ ’ +g;;‘.”’.ι4 .• -a=2 .. U..... "1 ’“ ‘’ “‘ u _,“ .U; '" 

{1.7) 

If the tensor 

p-form. 

(n-p+1)()과 .. μ=prWfir--t，· 

field Aio"'i, vanishes identically, then u is a conformal Killing 

~ 2. A Riemannian space with Sasaki-KiIIing structure. 

Now, let us recall the definition and equations of a Riemannian space with• 

Sasaki -Killing structure. 

If a Riemannian space M admits a Sasakian structure (때， 흰， ηi' gij) and an 

another almost contact metrÏc structure (1;(, s'. ηi' gψ;) 
properties: 

1 

having the following 

• 

/ 

e 
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\ 

v、

is a Killing form, =울쐐dxt〈dx1 the 2-form ø (2. 1) 

ψi1 and φ! satisfy ψμ‘ir+￠샤jr=o， 

then M is said to have a Sasaki-Killing structure and a space with such a structure 

(2.2) 

is called an SK -space. 

a è1 also gij) is 깐， 

; 
l p • i then (()/' 

j j 
tensor field () ( =φr ψi ’ define a we Now, 

almost contact metric structure. 
then In an SK-space, if a Killing 2-form ø is special with constant ß(낯0) ， 

such an SK-space is called a special SK-space and ß is known to be 1. 

In an SK-space, the following equations are known 

VjV씨Ih=(1I2)(Rψl씨s + Rsj1h야/+RSjhi따S) 

[4] : 

(2.3) 

VTV찌션 R〉·r￠ir+따t’ (2.4) 

(1/2)%sRrsth여jt =gjh -7U·ηh’ (2.5) 

, 
VjørsV써rs = Rji-2(gji- ηjηi)' 

~hrs여rS=_2 씨rh-

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

Proof of Theorem. ~ 3. 

~ O. we shall prove the theorem stated in ln this section, 

Let M be a compact n-dimensional SK-space. Then a 3-form q;=(1I3!)파jhd상〈 

dxJ 
/ \ dl can be associated to the structure, where we put 파jk=Ft띠'jh' 

form ø is Killing, it follows that d 띠=3 q;， which means d q; =O. 

Now, let us prove that the form q; is a conformal Killing 3-form. As we take 

account of the integral formula (1.5), we calculate q;ijhvrVrq;ijh and q; ijhVi V
r q;rjh' 

and Fjh￠a%Rijab=-2판fhFZIh obtained by (2.7), 

As the 2-

we (2.4) Making use of (2.3) , 

have 

FtjhvrprFifh =3(VzRj·h-Fijk) 젠h， (3. 1) 

q;ijhVSTq; rjh =q;ijh (만Rjs￠; -RirFjhr+파h)' 

Therefore the integral formula (1. 7) reduces to 

M [(1/n-2)윈21h{4(%-3)Fz l인샌;-4(%-1)파'jh 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

+4Rtq;rjh} + (1 /2)AijkhAijkh] dV =0. 
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On the other hand, we have 

(3. 4) 0= lMVz(Rjs￠hs￠ih)dV -
’ 

• 

;:;;:JM '\1i작s띠hs싸jkdV+-ι(Rjs 강i;@ijh +Rj싸'\1/fi서h)dV. 
Consequent1y, by virtue of (2.5), (2.6) and (3.4) , the equation (3.3) becomes 

M[(4/%-2)TzjTη+(4/%(%-2)) (R-%(%-1))2 

‘ 
끼 

‘ 

+ (1I2)AψikhAijkhj dV =0, 

where we put T쉰=R삼 -(Rln)gij' 

Hence it follows that M is an Einstein space and ëp is a conformal Killing 

3-form. Since ëp is cIosed, from (1. 4) and (2. 4) we find 

FtVj띠lh=-(gψ까h +gil싸 +gih띠~l)' 

which means that 2-form 띠 is a special Killing form with constant .1. This 

completes the proof of Theorem • 
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